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ABSTRACT 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are usually utilized to perform decision fusion of event detection. 
Current decision fusion schemes are based on binary valued decision and do not consider bursty context-
capture. However, bursty context and multi-valued data are important characteristics of WSNs. One on 
hand, the local decisions from sensors usually have bursty and contextual characteristics. Fusion center 
must capture the bursty context information from the sensors. On the other hand, in practice, many 
applications need to process multi-valued data, such as temperature and reflection level used for 
lightening prediction. To address these challenges, the Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) and 
multi-valued logic are introduced into WSNs to perform context-capture multi-valued decision fusion. 
The overall decision fusion is decomposed into two parts. The first part is the context-capture model for 
WSNs using superposition MMPP. Through this procedure, the fusion center has a higher probability to 
get useful local decisions from sensors. The second one is focused on multi-valued decision fusion. Fault 
detection can also be performed based on MVL. Once the fusion center detects the faulty nodes, all their 
local decisions are removed from the computation of the likelihood ratios. Finally, we evaluate the 
capability of context-capture and fault tolerant.  The result supports the usefulness of our scheme. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have become a technology for the new millennium with the 
endless for applications ranging from civilian to military. WSNs are usually utilized to perform 
decision fusion of event detection. Sensors often make independent local decisions based on 
their local observations and transmit these decisions to a common fusion center (FC). The FC 
combines the signals received from the sensors based on some fusion rule to generate the final 
decision [1]. The fusion center may be a central decision unit, or, in clustered-based WSN, may 
simply be a cluster head. 
Although there have been a lot of works studied decision fusion for WSNs, two important facts 
have not been considered in the existing schemes: bursty context and multi-valued 
characteristics of the detected events. 
On one hand, successful event detection is typical contextual. For fusion center, the local 
decisions from the sensors are context information. There is a need for a fusion center that is 
able to capture the local decisions from the sensors, which is context decision information over 
different kinds of event sources. For example, in an intelligent home network [2], some sensors 
are used to measure the temperature, while some other sensors are used to monitor the humidity 
in the house. Obviously, the change rates of the temperature and the humidity are different. 
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Hence, different kinds of events usually happen with different rate, which means that they have 
bursty characteristic. Nowadays Poisson process is usually used for model the event in WSNs 
[3], [4]. However, Poisson process is not able to capture the burstiness context of the events. 
Therefore, how to capture the bustiness context is very important for WSNs.  
On the other hand, in current decision making schemes for WSNs, sensors transmit binary 
decisions to the fusion center at which they are combined to yield multiclass decisions. In 
practice, many applications need to process multi-valued data, such as temperature and 
reflection level used for lightening prediction [5]. Binary decisions of sensors cannot resolve 
this problem. Moreover, because of the faults of sensors or the noise in the wireless channels, 
the fusion center receives a vector of potentially distorted decision information from sensors. In 
other words, in fusion center, the information used to make global decision is usually 
incomplete or uncertain. The binary decision cannot provide accurate decision according to the 
incomplete or uncertain information. Hence, binary decision fusion cannot satisfy efficiently the 
applications of WSNs. Also, it has been indicated that, in a WSN, fault tolerance capability is 
critical since sensors can be damaged, blocked or run out of battery energy [6], [7]. Multi-
valued logic is a great tool to provide fault detection [8]. Hence, based on the above 
observations, we consider using multi-valued logic to perform the decision fusion in WSNs.  
To address above two challenges, we proposed a context-capture multi-valued decision fusion 
scheme for WSNs. The proposed scheme realizes the context-capture and multi-valued decision 
fusion based on Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) and multi-valued logic (MVL), 
respectively. Also, the proposed scheme can provide fault tolerant capability for decision fusion 
in WSNs. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe related works in 
the area of decision fusion in WSNs. In Sect. 3, we present the architecture of decision fusion 
and the preliminaries in our scheme. In Sect. 4, we discuss the context-capture principle based 
on MMPP. We present multi-valued decision fusion based on MVL in Sect. 5. Then, the overall 
procedure for the proposed context-capture multi-valued decision fusion is illustrated in Sect. 6. 
In Sect. 7, we evaluate the capability of context-capture and fault tolerant of our scheme. Finally, 
we conclude the paper in Sect. 8. 
2. RELATED WORKS 
There have been several studies focused on the decision fusion of WSNs. In canonical 
sequential testing or decision fusion [9]-[11], the final decision is made when likelihood ratios 
are greater or less than the thresholds set. Thus the results can satisfy the requirements of error 
probability or some cost. In the works of [12], [13], the sensors send local binary decisions to 
the fusion center. Then the local decisions data are combined to get multiclass decisions. In the 
schemes in [14]–[16], the adaptive approaches are all based on estimating the local sensor error 
probabilities. Then these estimates can be applied in the Chair-Varshney fusion rule. Unlike the 
conventional approach that employs the Chair-Varshney fusion rule1 that assumes no faults, the 
fault-tolerant fusion rule provides enough distance between the decision regions corresponding 
to different hypotheses by a careful design and exploitation of a code matrix.  
The existing decision fusion schemes in WSNs mainly focus on the optimal fusion rule. 
However, there are two important facts have not been considered in the existing schemes: bursty 
context and multi-valued characteristics of the detected events. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
3.1. Architecture and Difficulties 
The architecture of the decision fusion is shown in Fig. 1. The sensors process their respective 
observations { c1, c2, … , cn } independently by forming local decisions {d1, d2, … , dn}. Then 
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the sensors send the local decisions to the fusion center in order to perform decision combining. 
Due to the noisy channels and interference, the fusion center receives a vector of potentially 
distorted decisions {d1’, d2’, … , dn’}. It is preferable that the fusion center makes error global 
decision based on the distorted information from the sensors. 
As mentioned in Sect. 1, the rates of the local decisions from different sensors are different, so 
the fusion center must be able to capture the bursty contexts from sensors. Moreover, existing 
binary decision cannot describe efficiently the event. Hence, WSNs need context-capture multi-
valued decision fusion. Meanwhile, during the design of context-capture multi-valued decision 
fusion, it is still very necessary to increase the fault tolerance capability. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of decision fusion in WSNs 
3.2. Markov Modulated Poisson Process 
Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) [17] is an n-state Markov chain that has different 
rates in each state and with more parameters compared with Poisson process. In other word, 
MMPP is a doubly stochastic Poisson process in which a Markov chain governs the transition of 
the process between phases, and at each phase (or state) the number of arrival in a time frame is 
determined by Poisson process. MMPP is often used in queuing theory [18]-[20], but it is rare in 
decision fusion. MMPP can model a Poisson process whose rate parameter varies according to a 
Markov process. In other word, MMPP is particularly useful in modelling time-varying 
intensity rate processes. Therefore, MMPP is a flexible model for point processes whose event 
rates vary among different levels at irregular intervals. In this paper, periodic event contexts are 
modelled via a time-vary Poisson process model. However, bursty event contexts are modelled 
through a MMPP.  
3.3. Multi-Valued Logic 
Multiple-valued logics (MVL) can explicitly represent uncertainty and disagreement. Thus they 
can be applied to the modeling of complex behaviour of real system, especially the exploratory 
modelling used in the early stage of requirements engineering and architectural design, to verify 
properties of models that contain uncertainty or disagreement. MVL is a proven technology 
which has been investigated for many years [21], [22]. Besides reduction in chip area as well as 
fault tolerance, MVL offers other benefits, such as potential for speech recognition [23]. Also, 
MVL can be applied in the area of decision making [24].  
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In this paper, we introduce MVL into the decision fusion in WSNs. Thus our scheme can not 
only satisfy the multi-valued characteristics of detected events, but also provide efficient fault 
tolerant capability for WSNs. 
3.4. Basic Principle 
Based on the analysis of study difficulties and possible solutions, the basic principle of context-
capture multi-valued decision fusion for WSNs is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Basic principle 
43. CONTEXT-CAPTURE BASED ON SUPERPOSITION MMPP 
In this section, we present the principle of the context-capture in our scheme. We use the two 
state Markov process governs the bursty contexts of the abnormal events’ presence or 
absence, and that periodic event contexts are modelled via a time-vary Poisson process 
model. 
4.1. Normal Context-Capture 
To model the periodic, predictable portion of contexts corresponding to normal event, we use 
nonhomogeneous Poisson process with a particular parameterization of the rate λ, which is 
derived from that of the model in [25]. The probability mass function of the Poisson distribution 
is given by 
                                            
( ; ) / !, ( 0,1, 2,...)xP x e x xλλ λ−= =
                              (1) 
where the parameter λ represents the rate, or average number of occurrences in a fixed time 
interval. For nonhomogeneous Poisson distribution, λ is a function of time, namely λ(t). The 
degree of heterogeneity depends on the function λ(t). 
Let Y(t) is a measurement of the number of contexts engaged in some event over the time 
interval [t, t+1]. We assume Y(t) consists of two elements, which is given by 
                                             
( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) 0N CY t Y t Y t Y t= + ≥                                        (2) 
where YN(t) is the number of contexts attributed to the normal building occupancy, and 
YC(t) is the change in number of occurrences which is attributed to an event at time t 
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(positive or negative); the nonnegativity condition indicates that we cannot observe 
fewer than zero counts. 
4.2. Bursty Context-Capture 
Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) [17] is an n-state Markov chain that has different 
rates in each state and with more parameters compared with Poisson process. MMPP is known 
as the Switched Poisson Process (SPP), which works as a very versatile tool for the modelling 
of variable context-aware. MMPP is often used in queuing theory [18]-[20], but it is rare in 
decision fusion. We use superposition of two-state Markovian sources [20] to model the multi-
valued local decision contexts from sensors. The superposition is actually a MMPP which is a 
special case of the Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) [26]. The Markov process introduces 
bursts of context data associated with episodes of abnormal events. 
The model consists of a superposition of N two-state Markov models. For simply presentation, 
the k-th MMPP (1≤k≤N) is denoted by MMPP(k). An two-state MMPP(k) can be formulized by 
the infinitesimal generator, Gk, and rate matrix Rk as 
                                                
1 1
2 2
k k
k
k k
G
δ δ
δ δ
− 
=  
− 
                                                    (3) 
                                                    
1
2
0
0
k
k
k
r
R
r
 
=  
 
                                                        (4) 
where transition rate from state 1 to 2 of the MMPP(k) is δ1k, and the rate out of state 2 to 1 is δ2k . 
Meanwhile, r1k and r2k are context renew rates in case of the MMPP(k) is in state 1 and 2, 
respectively. The superposition of these gives rise to a new with 2N sates and its parameters, G 
and R, can be calculated as 
                                              
1 1
( , ) ( , )
N N
k kk k
G R G R
= =
= ⊕ ⊕
                                               (5) 
where ⊕  denotes the Kronecher sum [17]. We represent the steady-state probabilities by vector 
                                                    1 2[ , ]k kθ θ θ=                                                           (6) 
The MMPP can be constructed from the superposition of N 2-state MMPPs. Then the 
autocovariance and marginal distribution of the rate process should be computed. The 
autocovariance of the rate process of a MMPP with 2N states can be distribution of the rate 
process. The autocovariance of the rate process of a MMPP with 2N states can be described as a 
weighted sum of N exponentials, i.e., 
                                             
1 1
( ) ( ) j
N N
t
j k
j j
t t e βσ σ α −
= =
= =∑ ∑                                         (7) 
The autocovariance of k-th 2-state MMPP can be computed as follow 
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1 2( )2
1 1( ) (1 ) , , 1, 2,...,k k tj k k kt g e k j Nδ δσ θ θ − += − =                          (8) 
The difference between the Poisson rates of the two states is gj, which can be computed by 
                                                        2 1j k kg δ δ= −                                                       (9) 
where αj and βj is given by 
                                  
2
1 1(1 ) , , 1, 2,...,j k k kg k j Nα θ θ= − =                                   (10) 
                                        1 2 , , 1, 2,...,j k k k j Nβ δ δ= + =                                      (11) 
Thus, the constraints imposed by the autocovariance matching on the parameters of the 
superposed model can be computed by above equations.  
Assume index k,j=1,2,…,N represent the states of the generic MMPP and let indexes (h,k), 
k=1,2,…,N and h∈{1,2}, represent state h of k-th 2-state MMPP of the superposed MMPP. 
There is a correspondence between each state of the generic MMPP and a set of N states of the 
superposed MMPP. This set can be computed by 
( , ) : 1,2,..., ; 2 mod ,2
2i N k
iM h k k N h
−
   
= = = −      
                   (12) 
where mod(x,2) represents x modulus 2 and  y    represents the lowest integer greater than y. 
Using this definition, the arrival rates and steady-state probabilities of the generic MMPP can be 
obtained from those of the superposed MMPP by 
                                         
( , )
, 1, 2,...,
i
i hk
h k M
r i Nδ
∈
= =∑                                          (13) 
                                         
( , )
, 1, 2,...,
i
i hk
h k M
i Npi θ
∈
= =∏                                        (14) 
where is the steady-state probabilities of the generic MMPP. 
From Eq. (12), the mapping relations can be defined by (12). Assume r∆ denotes the arrival rate 
of the generic MMPP. Then N arrival rate differences of the superposed MMPP can be 
computed as follows 
                                   
1
1 mod , 2
2
N
i k N k
k
i
r r d∆
−
=
    
= + −         
∑                                    (15) 
where  i = 1, 2, … , 2N. 
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According to Eq. (10), because the autocovariance imposes only the arrival rate, differences will 
give an additional degree of freedom for matching the distribution. There will be one (or more) 
solutions for mapping the generic MMPP into a superposed MMPP only if matrices Gi and Ri 
can be determined from Eq. (3). 
5. MULTI-VALUED DECISION FUSION 
In this section, we present the multi-valued decision fusion. We adopt a multi-valued fault 
detection rule for WSNs, then propose a scheme to remove the all corresponding fault local 
decisions to perform the fault tolerant. 
5.1. Fault Detection based on MLV 
Let D=(d1, d2,…, dn) be a g-valued n-variable input vector, where xi∈L, L∈{0,1,2,…, g-1}, 
i∈{1,2,…,n}. Also, let f(x) be a g-valued n-variable logic function mapping from Ln to L1, and 
(u1,u2,…,un) be the g-ary expansion of U with u1 the least significant position. We shall write f(x) 
to denote the value of f when di=ui (1≤i≤n). The spectrum m0,m1,…,mq(q=gn-1) of f(d) is defined 
by [27]. 
                                            
1
0
2
exp( 1 ) ( )
n
i i
i
q w u
w
u
s y u
g
pi
=
=
∑
= − −∑                                                  (16) 
From Eq. (16), y(w) can be computed by 
                                                      
0
1( ) ( )
q
w un
u
y w t u s
g
=
= ∑                                                       (17) 
Then, a matrix notation for convenience is adopted. All vectors are column vectors. Let Y be the 
vector whose u-th element is y(u) and S be the vector whose w-th element is sw.  ngT   is gn×gn 
matrix whose element in the w-th row and u-th column is tw(u). 
                                                         
1[ ] [ | ]ngnY T Sg=                                                        (18) 
 where tw(u) is computed as follow 
                                                          
1
2( ) exp( 1 )
n
i i
i
w u
wt u g
pi
=
∑
= − −
                                        (19) 
A single input stuck-at fault is a fault where one of decision (d1, d2,…, dn) are stuck a certain 
value, which is independent of local detection. Based on the method of analysis in [8], a single 
fault of primary (d1, d2,…, dn) in the multiple valued logic is syndrome testable if and only if 
                                                            
1
1
0
1
0
g
k
ki
k
t s
−
=
≠∑                                                            (20) 
5.2. Multi-Valued Decision Fusion with Fault Tolerant Capability 
Assume there are n sensors in the system, and every sensor can make a local decision d∈(0, 1, 
2, …, g-1). The goal of decision fusion is to determine the true hypothesis from the g 
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hypotheses Hi (i=0, 1, 2,… , g-1). The fusion center uses the local decision d as its observations. 
In a decision-making cycle, assume there ki local decisions are sent to fusion center from the i-th 
sensor. Fusion center make the global decision based on the K local decision contexts, where 
k=n·k1+n·k2+...+n·kn.  
For the j-th sensor, assume R(i) is the likelihood ratio. Then the local fusion rule is  
                            
0 2
1, 0, 0,1,..., 2
, , arg max { }
ij
j
i g ij
g if R i g
d
k otherwise k R≤ ≤ −

− < ∀ = −
= 
=
                             (21) 
The global fusion is based on minimum error probability rule. Therefore, the log likelihood is 
defined as 
1
( / )( ) log ( / )
i
i
g
P H dL D
P H d
−
=                                                    (22) 
where i=0, 2, …, g-2, and d is group of decision context sent to fusion center. Then, at fusion 
center, the fusion rule can be got as follow 
 
                                
0 2
1, 0, 0,1,..., 1
, , arg max { }
i
i g i
g if L i g
z
k otherwise k L≤ ≤ −

− < ∀ = −
= 
=
                            (23) 
 
The fusion center also makes the decision based on the log likelihood. If faulty nodes are found, 
the corresponding local decisions are removed from the computation of the likelihood ratios, 
which are used by fusion center to make final decisions. Therefore, real-time decision fusion 
with faulty sensor identification may be applied in WSNs with a very large number of nodes. 
6. PROCEDURE OF CONTEXT-CAPTURE MULTI-VALUED DECISION FUSION 
The overall procedure of the security assessment is illustrated in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 
3, the procedure of local multi-valued decision making is perform in sensors, while the 
procedure of decision fusion is perform in fusion center. 
Every sensor makes the local decisions based their observations. The local decision is 
made in a multi-valued form. After finishing the local decision, the sensors send the 
local multi-valued decision to fusion center. Upon receiving the local decisions from 
different sensors, the fusion center capture the decision contexts based on superstition 
MMPP, because the rate of the decisions from different sensors is different. Then the 
fusion center analyzes every local decision from the sensors. If a fault is detected, the 
fault decision will be removed from the computation of the likelihood ratios, which are 
utilized to make final decisions regarding which hypothesis is true. Finally, the fusion center 
makes the final decisions based on the true local decisions. 
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Figure 3.  Procedure of context-capture multi-valued decision fusion 
 
7. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme.  
7.1. Context-Capture 
For evaluating the context-capture capability, we simulate a network model which consists of 
two sensors and a fusion center. The rates of local decision the two sensors are different, so the 
system has bursty characteristic. Because here we focus on evaluating the context-capture 
capability of our scheme, we do not consider channel error in this case. The channel error will 
be considered when we evaluate the fault tolerance. In every sensor, the local decision is made 
according to an interrupted Poisson process because the “off” state prevents entity generation. 
The on-off modulated Markov sources for local decision are independent. Their behaviors 
depend on the rate of the Poisson process when the Markov chain is in the “on” state. Then the 
fusion center capture the context based on the superposition MMPP in Sect. 3.  
Let τ denotes average time between On-Off points, and r denotes rate. For simplicity of the 
presentation, we assume the system is in the case with the parameters as follows: τ1=30, r1=1/15 
for sensor-1, and τ2=50, r2=1/10 for sensor-2. 
Next, we observe the local decision in two sensors and the context-capture in fusion center. The 
decision context generations in sensor-1 and sensor-2 are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. A line 
denotes that a local decision is made in the sensor according to the observations in the 
environments. We evaluate the context-capture in fusion center. By using our proposed scheme, 
the context-capture in fusion center is shown in Fig. 5. The results show that our scheme can 
capture efficiently all the local decisions contexts from the sensors. 
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Figure 4.  Local decision context in Sensor-1 
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Figure 5.  Local decision context in Sensor-2 
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Figure 6.  Context-capture in fusion center 
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7.2. Fault Tolerant 
This section we simulate and evaluate the fault tolerant capability. We take ternary logic as the 
example. In the simulation, there are 5 fault stuck sensor. For evaluating the fault tolerant 
capability of our scheme, we assume the observation signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of each 
sensor is 2dB. We consider three cases. The first case is normal binary decision fusion without 
considering fault protection and bursty context-capture. The second case is ternary fault-tolerant 
decision fusion without considering bursty context-capture. The third case is our multi-valued 
decision fusion with considering bursity context-capture.  
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Figure 7.  Probability of error 
Figure 7 shows the error probability. Note that we use ternary value decision as the example of 
multi-value decision for evaluation. As shown in Fig. 7, for the same network size, the 
probability of error of multi-valued decision fusion is lower than that of binary decision fusion. 
This is because that we introduce the MVL based fault detection into WSNs. Also, the case 
considering bursty context has lower error probability than the case without considering bursty 
context. This is because that the scheme with bursty context-capture can enhance the probability 
of getting more true local decision from sensors. In particular, the fault tolerant capability of our 
scheme is very obviously when the size of networks is small. In all, our context-capture multi-
valued has great advantage on enhance the fault tolerant capability of WSNs. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have presented a context-capture multi-valued decision fusion scheme for 
WSNs. On one hand, MMPP is introduced to deal with bursty characteristic in WSNs. 
Superposition is used to construct the multi-state of MMPP. On the other hand, MVL is used to 
perform the multi-valued decision fusion. Fault detection is performed based MVL. Then our 
scheme removes the fault decision from the decision fusion process, where the fusion rule is 
based likelihood ratio. Furthermore, through bursty context-capture and multi-valued decision, 
our scheme can reduce obviously the probability of error during the decision fusion. The 
simulation results show several advantages of our scheme. Our scheme can capture the bursty 
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context efficiently. Moreover, our scheme has efficient fault tolerant capability. Consequently, 
the proposed scheme is applicable for decision fusion in WSNs. 
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